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Abstract

Introduction: Harms caused by prescription opioid analgesics (POAs) have been identified as a major international public health concern. Recent statistics show rising numbers of opioid-related deaths across Canada. However, Canadian family physicians appear to have inadequate resources to safely and effectively prescribe opioid analgesics to treat chronic non-cancer pain (CNCP).

Methods: We completed a qualitative study of the barriers and facilitators to safe and effective prescribing of opioid analgesics for CNCP through semi-structured interviews with eight family physicians in Nova Scotia. Thematic analysis was used to identify the barriers and facilitators.

Results: Family physicians identified challenges in prescribing opioid analgesics for CNCP: the complexity of CNCP management, addictions risks and prescribing tools, physician training, the physician–patient relationship, prescription monitoring and control, and systemic factors.

Conclusion: Family physicians described themselves as inadequately supported in their prescribing of opioid analgesics for CNCP and could benefit from an integrated and coordinated approach to prescriber support.
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Introduction

There were 16,364 opioid-related deaths in Canada between January 2016 and March 2020. Nova Scotia had an estimated 57 confirmed and probable acute opioid toxicity deaths in 2019 and recorded 45 opioid overdose deaths in 2020.

In 2018, nearly 1 in 8 Canadians were prescribed opioids. In 2010, about 86% of Canadian family physicians used prescription opioid analgesics (POAs) to treat chronic non-cancer pain (CNCP) in at least some patients. A more recent survey, conducted from May 2018 to October 2019, found that 89% of family physicians prescribed opioid analgesics to treat CNCP. A 2015 systematic review of 14 studies on physician adherence to prescribing guidelines for CNCP in Australia, Canada, France and the USA found that a significant proportion of physicians were not following guidelines largely because of a lack of awareness of their existence; because the guidelines were difficult to implement into practice; and because physicians were inadequately educated in pain management with POAs. The most current widely-adopted Canadian guideline for prescribing opioid analgesics for CNCP was released in 2017 by the McMaster University National Pain Centre. A 2020 survey-based study of this guideline’s impact on Canadian physicians suggested that there was a high degree of awareness of the guideline among respondents and some evidence that physicians’ practice had changed to better align with evidence for CNCP management.

Data from Ontario from 2014–2015 indicate that the majority of opioid analgesic prescriptions were made by family physicians (38.4%), followed by dentists (16.7%). Family physicians’ role in prescribing a large proportion of opioids makes the

Highlights

• There is a complex intersection of challenges in prescribing opioid analgesics for chronic non-cancer pain (CNCP): the complexity of chronic pain management, addictions risks, physician training, the physician–patient relationship, prescription monitoring and control, and systemic factors.
• Family physicians and patients need timely access to experts in pain management.
• A comprehensive integrated system of support for CNCP management that provides peer-to-peer communications tools and access to a team of pain specialists is needed to support family physicians and patients.
Details of their CNCP management practices useful for determining how to tailor policies and supports to make opioid prescribing for CNCP as safe and effective as possible in the context of continued POA-related harms. Qualitative studies internationally\(^\text{10-13}\) and in Ontario\(^\text{14,15}\) have identified key barriers and facilitators to safe and effective prescribing of opioid analgesics for CNCP by primary care physicians. These studies documented a great deal of complexity in the unique relationships between CNCP patients and their providers. They found that primary care physicians were challenged by the management of the time-consuming complexities of CNCP in the often tightly-scheduled milieu of outpatient primary care practices.\(^\text{12-14}\) A qualitative study found that through participation in video-conferenced workshops that involved structured discussion with peers and with interprofessional experts, rurally practising family physicians in Ontario gained greater confidence in prescribing opioid analgesics and developed better relationships with their CNCP patients.\(^\text{16}\)

Knowledge of Canadian family physicians’ experiences in prescribing opioid analgesics for CNCP is growing due to recent research in this ever-evolving area. But no in-depth qualitative studies on prescribing for CNCP have been completed in Atlantic Canada.

A more detailed understanding of barriers and facilitators to family physicians’ safe prescribing of opioid analgesics could inform public health strategies that support effective prescribing while minimizing potential harms. Such qualitative research could also help map areas for further in-depth study.

**Methods**

Approval for the study was obtained from the Dalhousie University Research Ethics Board.

We conducted semi-structured interviews with practising family physicians recruited using a snowball sampling technique (i.e. a participant was purposively selected, the initial participant suggested other contacts as potential participants, and these suggested others, and so on). The interviewer (JG) used a pre-scripted guide (available on request from the authors). The interviews were audio recorded and transcribed.

Discussion topics included

- what participants considered to be the core issues and challenges with respect to prescribing opioid analgesics; and
- what kinds of supports are, or would be, helpful to enable safe and effective prescribing of opioid analgesics.

Transcripts were analyzed (by JG) in the order that they were recorded using a thematic analysis approach, with Atlas.ti software version 1.5.4.\(^\text{17}\) The author began coding the interview transcripts with a framework that identified codes (with multiple corresponding quotations) as either a barrier or a facilitator to safe and effective prescribing of opioids for CNCP. A code manual was maintained to explicitly define each code, and notes were made each time a code was changed. The codes were reviewed by SK to confirm their validity. A reflexive journal was kept during analysis to maintain transparency about coder influences on the research findings. Key quotations were annotated with memos to track emergence of possible themes. Codes were sorted in Atlas.ti under theme descriptions that emerged from the codes, and the themes were consciously searched for contradictions.

We continued to conduct interviews until the data reached saturation at eight participants; at this point, no further participants were recruited for interviews. Saturation was defined by consensus between the two authors through discussion of the codes and themes when no significant new themes had emerged from the three most recently transcribed and analyzed interview transcripts.

The interviews took place from August 2016 to June 2017.

**Results**

Interview participants had a range of practice focuses (see Table 1 for an overview). However, interview questions concentrated on participants’ experiences in outpatient family medicine clinic settings.

A total of 67 codes were developed and used during analysis to organize the data into unified themes. A set of six key themes emerged from the interview transcript text: (1) the complexity of CNCP management; (2) addictions risks and prescribing tools; (3) physician training; (4) the physician–patient relationship; (5) prescription monitoring and control; and (6) systemic factors.

(1) **Complexity of CNCP management**

The barriers posed by the inherent complexity of CNCP management were evident in our interviews. The family physicians often commented on their difficulty in managing patients with complaints of non-specific pain or poorly understood disorders such as fibromyalgia.

The problem is [opioids are] just not the best answer for that problem. We don’t have a good answer for chronic pain. It’s probably going to be more psychological counselling. People have very similar impairments and injuries and very different responses to them as far as pain goes. – Physician 7

One participant noted that the subjectivity of patients’ level of pain is a unique aspect of treating pain that makes it more difficult to treat than problems with visible or quantifiable findings.

**TABLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview parameters and participant demographics (N=8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interview dates</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Length of interview</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Practice locations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Practice experience</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Practice focus</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Practice size</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proportion of practice patients presenting with pain severe enough for treatment with POAs</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Abbreviation: POA, prescription opioid analgesics.*
And people’s experiences are really subjective too...for a lot of people, we don’t necessarily have a good solid physiologic cause of their pain. – Physician 5

The participants commented on the high comorbidity between CNCP and mental health problems. They also mentioned that, in a typical family practice, time is often a constraint to thorough CNCP management.

In the community, [a family physician] might have a 5- or a 7- or 10- or 15-minute [appointment], and they totally have inadequate time to cover it. So, it can come up where you run out of time. – Physician 6

(2) Addictions risks and prescribing tools

The participants frequently commented that a history of addiction can limit treatment options for pain because of concern that prescribing opioid analgesics could lead to unsafe use by the patient. Several also recounted experiences with “inherit ing” patients who had already been prescribed opioid analgesics for CNCP at doses the physicians considered inappropriately high, some of whom had possible substance use disorders related to their POA use, and their subsequent difficulty in managing those patients.

...the inheritance thing is tough. People have been on [POAs] for a long time. ‘I’ve been getting this for 20 years, my other doctor’ this and that. And it’s tough to change mindset or for them to consider coming down on it.” – Physician 6

Most participants also noted that they choose to prescribe long-acting POAs to CNCP patients. One participant referenced long-acting POAs’ decreased risk of addiction, and another participant mentioned that such medications have lower street value and are therefore less of a risk for diversion.

The majority of participants indicated that, while tools designed to screen for risk of developing addiction to POAs before initiating treatment may be helpful for some physicians, they do not use them in their practice because of time constraints and their ability to obtain a risk assessment through history taking. One participant did find a standardized opioid risk assessment tool to be helpful in their practice when used in conjunction with a functional impact scale and pain catastrophizing scale to assess a patient’s potential to benefit from opioid pain control.

All participants with a current family medicine practice used POA treatment agreements. Most of the participants commented that the agreements are useful as a way to decline a request for higher doses or larger volumes of dispensed pills than would be appropriate.

And then I always use the treatment agreements which come in handy. Because when people break the treatment agreement, I can pull it out and [say]: ‘Remember when I said if you take too much, more than I prescribed, and I said if it ran out early then I wouldn’t give you more?’ And they were like: ‘Oh yeah.’ – Physician 3

One participant noted that screening tools do not work equally well for all patient groups when describing their work with First Nations patients.

We have a lot of diabetics so we have a lot of neuropathic pain. We have a lot of people who have old injuries because physical trauma is a big problem...injuries at a rate that I think probably exceeds the average Nova Scotia population...It’s really hard to administer a questionnaire...Not necessarily just from the language...which I’m sure is one barrier for a lot of communities. But it’s also just a really oral tradition based on story telling. A lot of storytelling. And people generally don’t respond very well to a series of questions. – Physician 5

All of the participants also used random urine drug screening as part of their treatment of CNCP patients with POAs. They found these helpful for monitoring patients’ use of other substances and diversion of POA (indicated by no POA in urine). Such findings would sometimes lead to discontinuation of a patient’s prescription based on their treatment agreement. Two participants commented that, while they had access to rapid urine dip testing in their own clinics, physicians practising without this resource might find sending urine samples to labs for interpretation a barrier to effectively using that tool.

(3) Physician training

The participants said that typical undergraduate medicine and family medicine training does not focus adequately on treatment of pain. As a result, some sought further training in pain management.

...there had been no instruction whatsoever. I had no didactic training in pain management. Other than...what you learn on the street. – Physician 2

Several participants commented that while some family physicians are following shifts in standards of care for treatment of CNCP, they believe some others still prescribe opioid analgesics too liberally and at too high of doses, following a common 1990s mindset in the medical community that pain was undertreated.

Opioids are overprescribed in general. And the doses are too high many times. – Physician 1

I think the big problem for physicians is this sort of dual message that we keep getting—that physicians are part of the opiate problem and that we’re undertreating pain. And we’re getting both those messages at the same time. Sometimes from the same people. From the public and the media, those are the lines I keep hearing. The opiate problem of overprescribing seems to be the one that’s winning out right now. But it would’ve been the opposite 10 years ago. That physicians were too reluctant to prescribe opiates was the main issue 10 years ago. – Physician 7

All participants were aware of the existence of opioid analgesic prescribing guidelines, with most referring to either the 2010 McMaster University or the 2016 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) guidelines to inform their practice. Interestingly, the majority of the participants considered the guidelines most significant as a means of explaining to patients their reason for maintaining their POA dose at a particular level. This was particularly helpful if patients were requesting a dose higher than what the
physician considered appropriate. Participants found that patients were more likely to accept their response if it was supported by evidence from a guideline.

One participant stated that some of the 2016 CDC guideline recommendations, such as the daily dosing limit of 90 morphine milligram equivalents (MME) and the suggestion that patients on psychiatric medications not be prescribed POAs, would mean that some patients’ pain was under-treated. Another participant said that the available prescribing guidelines, while appropriate, are often difficult to put into practice in clinical situations for patients with history of opioid addiction.

(4) Physician–patient relationship

Many of the discussions in our interviews focused on the physician–patient relationship and how trust and communication affect prescribing practices. Several participants described having patients they trusted subsequently turning out to be misusing or diverting their prescriptions. Participants noted that these were learning experiences that made them less likely to trust subsequent CNCP patients as readily.

I don’t know if trust is the right word because there’s a lot of patients that I’ve gotten burned by that I trusted. If you’re only doing urine drug screens [for people] you think are maybe misusing it, or diverting it, then you’re going to miss a lot of people. – Physician 3

One participant recounted that when they first began practice, they would have felt guilty about lowering a patient’s POA dose, but that now they do so with greater confidence. All participants described being pressured by some patients to prescribe opioid analgesics. Two participants experienced verbal aggression or threats from a patient in such a situation.

I think the patients that I’ve struggled [with] the most with are the ones that I’ve acquired on high doses of opioids. Some of them are quite intimidating. They frequently request early dispensing [or] early refills. When you discuss dose reduction, they can become agitated or angry. There’s always a reason as to why it’s not a good time to wean right now. And it’s often, sometimes, legit. It could be comorbid mental health problems that are flared up, or a distracting injury that doesn’t make it a good time to decrease it. Even when you do start to decrease it, there always seems to be something that leads to an increase… Those conversations I think are what scare a lot of physicians. They just terrify me. When I know that I’m going to be doing a urine [test] for someone that I’m quite certain is going to be diverting, I’m very nervous. – Physician 4

But he kept coming for appointments and being aggressive about it. Verbally aggressive and the problem is, he had genuine pain…I tried everything. It was very uncomfortable each visit because he is basically, in an aggressive way, saying, I’m not helping [him] with the pain. – Physician 8

All of the participants described “inheriting” patients on, in their opinion, inappropriately high doses of POAs that were prescribed by a patient’s former physician. The participants were then faced with needing to “wean” the patient down to a dose that was within the range suggested by the guideline. Participants said that this was usually poorly received by patients, and participants found it difficult to maintain their relationship with patients in the process of tapering an opioid dose.

(5) Prescription monitoring and control

All participants had experienced difficulties with diversion and misuse of medication by patients.

One patient who is on high doses of hydromorphone every day, and her urine dip is negative for hydromorphone yesterday. So, we have to figure out why that is. And that happens frequently. – Physician 7

Four participants described experiences where they thought patients were searching for a family physician who would provide them with POAs or other medications. This sometimes happened when the patients perceived the participants as new to practice or when they were working as locums.

So, there’s a lot of doctor shopping. And people trying to test you out and see if they could get Dilaudids or whatever from you. I feel like, just like a substitute teacher, you have to be extra strict when you’re starting out to kind of set the boundaries and expectations, and then you can kind of ease off with individual patients. – Physician 3

People hear that there’s a locum, and opportunists are out there, right? They’ll come in and just kind of see what they can get from you. – Physician 5

One participant suggested that the fear of receiving complaints through a regulatory body might serve as a disincentive to lower doses or discontinue prescriptions of opioid analgesics. Four participants mentioned that they find the Nova Scotia Prescription Monitoring Program (NSPMP) helpful. One participant said the NSPMP notified them that two patients might be diverting POAs.

All but one participant discussed the use of dispensing intervals to ensure safe POA use, with shorter intervals allowing the physician to regularly monitor patients face-to-face, and pre-agreed dosing intervals ensuring patients do not consume more than prescribed or divert. One participant described having a patient who takes their daily POA for CNCP under the supervision of a pharmacist to prevent them from misusing. Two participants used POA pill counts with at least some of their CNCP patients to ensure they are taking their dose as prescribed.

(6) Systemic factors

The participants explained that the Nova Scotia Pharmacare formulary rules mandate trialling some non-POA pain medications before others that may be more helpful for a particular patient. Also, the waitlists for provincially funded treatments such as physiotherapy and pain clinic services are prohibitively long, which sometimes leads them to prescribe pain medications while the patient is waiting. Similarly, the participants also stated that waitlists for mental health and addictions services are too long.

Several participants commented that stigma is a major barrier to patients receiving appropriate care.
I’ve definitely spoken to many colleagues and they’re not willing to practice the way I practice because of intimidation. And they’re not willing to prescribe methadone for opioid addiction because of fear. And that’s too bad. – Physician 4

I think you have the patients that when you want to have a discussion about safety and effectiveness [they say], ‘Oh, you think I’m an addict?’ … But that’s not why I’m having the discussion with them per se. So, you get a lot of that. And probably they’ve been treated poorly. – Physician 6

System-level facilitators included ability to prescribe cannabinoids to treat pain, collaborative care clinics, access to pain experts, and support from peers in treating complex CNCP patients. Some family physicians said they felt that colleagues in the community who are isolated from such supports could struggle more with prescribing opioid analogues as a result.

So at least in a group practice you can get support from [colleagues]. But in the community, there’s very little other than talking to their colleagues as well. But they’re usually not in the same practice. [My colleague] is in a three-person practice but, yeah, accessing resources for [them] is very difficult. [They are] pretty much on [their] own as far as these patients go. – Physician 7

Some of the participants knew pain expert physicians to contact for support with respect to prescribing opioid analogues, but they considered it likely that many colleagues did not have such connections. An online pain management forum for physicians was suggested as a potentially effective means of seeking opinions on difficult patient cases. However, another participant felt that such forums are not adequately private and that the embarrassment of asking for help might deter some physicians from using such a forum, but that a phone resource could be an effective alternative.

…a helpline or something like that would be helpful…As long as it’s accessible and barrier-free, and physicians aren’t going to feel judged because I think lots of physicians are in rough spots with this right now. And they’re scared. That’s a little different. So [on a forum] there’s that one extra layer of, you’re going to have to admit that mess I’ve gotten myself into. – Physician 4

Discussion

Participants identified intersecting challenges in prescribing opioid analogues for CNCP. These challenges related to the complexity of CNCP management, addictions risks and prescribing tools, physician training, the physician–patient relationship, prescription monitoring and control, and systemic factors. Discussing the complexities evoked strong emotions in many of the interview participants.

In their 2012 ethnographic American study, Crowley-Matoka and True18 detailed the emotional challenges for clinicians who were being asked to treat pain effectively while also shouldering the widespread public attention to efforts to avoid “over-prescribing” for pain.

Our findings largely agree with previous qualitative studies of family physicians prescribing opioids for CNCP elsewhere as well as in Canada. In Canada, only two such studies have been conducted, both in Ontario and both by the same research team.14,15 Three other Canadian qualitative studies have examined opioid prescribing from the perspective of Ontario pain specialists20 or with a focus on non-physician providers in long-term care settings.20,21

The findings from non-Canadian studies that corroborated our own included barriers to safe and effective prescribing for CNCP caused by the complexity of chronic pain management, addictions risks inherent to POAs, lack of training in CNCP management, delicate physician–patient relationships and systemic factors such as waitlists,22–24 Desveaux et al.14,15 also documented these barriers in their two 2019 Ontario studies.

Key facilitators to safe and effective prescribing that we identified in this study we also saw when reviewing the non-Canadian literature. These included use of prescribing guidelines and access to prescriber tools such as treatment agreements.10,13 Although Krebs et al.25 found in their 2014 qualitative study that US primary care physicians viewed opioid monitoring as largely incompatible with their roles, the participants in this study considered the NSPMP to be helpful in their practice. The participants in our study also did not observe, as Krebs et al.,26 had, that monitoring of patients’ POA treatment with urine screening and treatment agreements could disrupt an effective therapeutic relationship. Participants in both 2019 Ontario qualitative studies mentioned using urine screening, but they suggested that use increased tension in the physician–patient relationship15 or that urine screening was not useful.14 Buchman and Ho28 pointed out that despite the paucity of evidence for the use of POA treatment agreements, they are widely used and could undermine the therapeutic relationship between physician and patient.

Our findings are also consistent with those of Latimer et al.,27 who suggested that clinicians can improve their understanding of Mi’kmaq patients’ pain by taking the time to listen to the patient’s full “story” of the pain, since they might not use descriptors such as adjectives or numeric scales typically used by clinicians to determine their treatment plans. This information could then be used to guide the appropriate diagnosis and treatment.

Most participants described ways that guidelines support their safe and effective prescribing of opioid analogues. Renthal28 pointed out that the 2016 CDC guidelines,29 pushed the “pendulum” of opioid analgesic prescribing back toward a more restrictive position. The most recent Canadian guidelines were released in 2017 by the McMaster University National Pain Centre to update their previous 2010 guideline; the 10 recommendations cover first-line therapies, POA therapy in substance use disorder, psychiatric disorders, history of substance use disorder, dosing, tapering and POA rotation.7

In a 2020 survey of Canadian family physicians, Furlan et al. found that two of 12 guideline-concordant practices were performed regularly by the majority of respondents. This survey, a follow-up to a similar 2010 survey, found that urine drug screening by respondents had increased from 22% in 2010 to 57% in 2018.5 These findings cannot be fully generalized to Nova Scotia, however, because the 2018 survey included only one Nova Scotian respondent.3 (Urine drug screening is described under a guidance statement rather than recommendation in the 2017 McMaster
Future research

The challenges identified here are likely applicable to other cities in Canada of similar size. Further research is needed to gain a more representative understanding of Nova Scotian family physician practices and whether they follow evidence-based guidelines for prescribing opioid analgesics. It would be useful to gain a better understanding of family physicians’ attitudes toward these guidelines on a broader scale and whether there is a need to support their adoption into practice.

More research is also required to effectively address the challenges Nova Scotian family physicians face when prescribing opioid analgesics for CNCP. A survey distributed to all family physicians in the province could accomplish this.

Strengths and limitations

This qualitative study achieved its aim of describing the previously undocumented challenges faced by Nova Scotian family physicians in their prescribing of opioid analgesics for CNCP. Most participants acknowledged that they had an interest in patient populations with addictions or chronic pain. Thus, our participants are not entirely representative of Nova Scotian family physicians. Several of the participants described working in a collaborative care clinic, while most Nova Scotian family physicians work independently in the community.

Despite these limitations, participants did describe experiences of their own and those of colleagues working in independent community practices that would be broadly applicable to the practice of family medicine in NS and beyond.

Conclusion

Nova Scotian family physicians identified intersecting challenges in prescribing opioid analgesics for CNCP related to the complexity of chronic pain management, their relationships with patients, prescription monitoring and control, lack of training, and systemic issues that likely affect family physicians across Canada. Options for Nova Scotian family physicians to manage patients’ CNCP are limited. More timely access to experts in pain management and addictions are needed for family physicians and patients in Nova Scotia. A coordinated and integrated system-wide approach where family physicians are supported would enable safe and effective prescribing of opioid analgesics.
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